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8.1 Executive Summary3

Particle detectors making use of noble elements in gaseous, liquid, or solid phases are prevalent in neutrino4

and dark matter experiments and are also used to a lesser extent in collider-based particle physics exper-5

iments. These experiments take advantage of both the very large, ultra-pure volumes achievable and the6

variety of signal pathways available in noble targets. As these experiments seek to increase their sensitivity,7

novel and improved technologies will be needed to enhance the precision of their measurements and to8

broaden the reach of their physics programs. The priority research directions (PRDs) and thrusts identified9

in the 2019 Report of the O�ce of Science Workshop on Basic Research Needs for HEP Detector Research10

and Development (BRN report) [1] are still relevant in the context of this Snowmass 2021 topical group.11

The areas of R&D in noble element instrumentation that have been identified by the HEP community in12

the Snowmass whitepapers align well with the following BRN report PRDs:13

• Enhance and combine existing modalities to increase signal-to-noise and reconstruction fidelity14

• Develop new modalities for signal detection15

• Improve the understanding of detector microphysics and characterization to increase signal-to-noise16

and reconstruction fidelity17

• Advance material purification and assay methods to increase sensitivity18

• Address challenges in scaling technologies19

This topical group identifies and documents recent developments and future needs for noble element detector20

technologies.21
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8.2 Enhancing existing modalities22

Noble element detectors developed for neutrino physics and dark matter searches record mainly the charge23

from the ionization electrons and the light from the scintillation produced by the passage of charged particles24

through the medium. The technologies to read out the charge in neutrino experiments have mostly been25

based on wire readouts, such as ICARUS [2, 3], ArgoNeuT [4], MicroBooNE [5, 6], LArIAT [7], SBND [8],26

DUNE first far detector module [9], and EXO [10], while charge measurements in dark matter searches rely27

on gain mechanisms such as gas electroluminescence [] and proportional gain [] (Missing refs). To read out28

scintillation light, both neutrino and dark matter experiments have focused on the use of PMTs and SiPMs29

with coverage ranging from sub-percent to up to 50% levels.30

It is clear that for the future, advances in charge and light detection capabilities are highly desirable, and to31

this end a range of new approaches have been proposed, discussed in more detail below.32

8.2.1 Pixels33

Although the concept of wire-based readout has been proven and has had wide usage in neutrino detectors34

[2, 5, 11], it has an intrinsic limitation in resolving ambiguities, resulting in potential failures of event35

reconstruction. In addition, the construction and mounting of massive anode plane assemblies to host36

thousands of finely spaced wires poses significant and costly engineering challenges. For these reasons, a37

non-projective readout presents many advantages, but the large number of readout channels and the low-38

power consumption requirements have posed conisderable challenges for applicability in liquid noble TPCs.39

The number of pixels compared to the number of corresponding sense wires will be two or three orders of40

magnitude higher for equal spatial resolution, with an analogous increase of the number of signal channels,41

data rates, and power dissipation. The endeavour to build a low-power pixel-based charge readout for use42

in LArTPCs has independently inspired the LArPix [12] and Q-Pix [13] consortia to pursue complimentary43

approaches to solving this problem.44

There a several benefits of a native 3D readout for noble element TPCs. An intrinsic 3D readout o↵ers45

an increased event reconstruction e�ciency and purity, and the ability to accurately reconstruct final state46

topologies with greater detail, as shown in Ref. [14]. It was also demonstrated that a pixel-based readout47

has enhanced capabilities to reconstruct low-energy neutrino events (O( 5) MeV) with improvements in48

overall data rates and signal fidelity [15] . Additional work is ongoing to fully explore the physics potential49

realized by a pixel-based noble element readout, but initial studies are promising.50

The technical requirements for a pixel readout are broadly classified in terms of the readout noise, power,51

and reliability in a cryogenic environment. While the specifics are defined by their bespoke application,52

the general themes of power requirements include: < 10 W/m2 average power with mm-scale pixels,  50053

e� equivalent noise charge (ENC), and sub-% failure tolerance across a system with millions to billions54

of channels. Along with these requirements on the pixel electronics comes some on system reliability and55

scalability. Robust input/output (I/O) architectures are needed to faithfully bring the data from the large56

number of channels created by a pixel readout to a central data logger. While this challenge is not unique57

to pixel readouts, there is a particular demand on the readout architecture to not introduce any noise, since58

a low threshold is needed to achieve the sensitivity gains that pixels aim for (see below). To scale these59

devices up to larger experiments, groups must leverage commercial methods for mass production. This60

includes targeting ASIC and printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing processes that are well-suited for61

low cost and high reliability. Furthermore, in order to detect scintillation light, chambers must be equipped62
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8.2 Enhancing existing modalities 5

with a light collection system sensitive to VUV light (128-175 nm), ideally to be integrated with the pixel63

plane [16, 17].64

As the pixel technology continues to mature, there is a drive to push the detection threshold limit to lower65

values. Future neutrino experiments aim to have enhanced sensitivity to supernova and solar neutrino events,66

which will require energy thresholds around, and potentially below, 1 MeV. Such lower thresholds could also67

allow for the application of pixel-based noble element TPCs to explore beyond-the-standard-model (BSM)68

physics, as well as for probing areas of low-threshold detection (e.g., dark matter and neutrinoless double69

beta decay) which have thus far been focused only on the use of the secondary scintillation light for charge70

readout. As the thresholds are lowered, new challenges arise in increasing the “dynamic range” of circuits71

and in ensuring that data rates stay manageable. The need to find and share common solutions within the72

community of researchers pursuing pixel-based readout for noble element TPCs is a key instrumentation73

challenge. Often arbitrary barriers due to various intellectual property concerns of the ASIC foundries74

cause multi-institutional collaborations to be di�cult if not impossible, which slows the progress of R&D.75

Platforms such as the CERN R&D collaboration have found ways to overcome this and have been essential76

for delivering technologies used by the current generation of large high-energy physics experiments. The77

creation of a similar platform within the US would allow for the best ideas to come together into a final78

viable design with e�cient use of available resources. This structure would greatly enhance cooperative79

technology development across multiple experiments.80

8.2.2 Light collection81

The information carried by photons is critical for a wide range of physics measurements in noble ele-82

ment–based detectors, providing a crucial means by which to perform detector triggering as well as position83

and energy reconstruction and identifying interactions of interest. It is essential to fully leverage this84

information in next-generation measurements, including neutrino interactions from low-energy coherent85

scattering (CEvNS) up to the GeV energy scale, neutrino astrophysics, and Beyond the Standard Model86

physics searches such as for low-mass dark matter and neutrinoless double beta decay. These e↵orts will87

require substantial (even as high as 100-fold) increases in light collection, to enable percent or sub-percent88

level energy resolution, mm-scale position resolution, low-energy detector readout triggering, and/or highly89

e�cient particle identification, including for events around O( 1) MeV (keV) energies in detectors at the90

10 kton (100 ton) scale. In the context of the broader program of noble element detectors, enhancements91

in photon collection will lead to dramatic improvements in event reconstruction precision and particle92

identification, in a broader range of physics signatures a↵orded by lower trigger thresholds, and in precision93

timing to unlock new handles for beam-related events.94

Measurement of the light signals, however, presents a major challenge with currently available technologies.95

For example, in large-scale liquid argon neutrino detectors, it is typical to collect <1% of the produced96

photons. This limitation is driven in large detectors by geometric considerations and other active components,97

total heat load, data volume, and the cost of instrumented surface area. The e�ciency of the photodetectors98

and of the wavelength shifters used to convert VUV scintillation light to optical wavelengths for detection also99

play a role, as do the shortcomings of currently available devices such as noise, dark rate, and after-pulsing.100

In consideration of the very large scales of next-generation experiments — in both run time and target mass101

— significant R&D is needed to move beyond these limitations and enable the future physics program. While102

the overall needs are common across a wide range of physics goals, specific measurements will likely require103

a case-specific optimization of overall photon statistics, timing, and pulse shape discrimination performance.104

This demands a broad e↵ort to develop a comprehensive and robust simulation of optical photon production,105

transport, and detection, including characterization of the optical properties of detector materials.106
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6 Noble Element Detectors

Several promising approaches to improving light collection can address one or more of the limitations noted107

above, and taken together, provide a set of complementary tools for next-generation experiments: photon108

collection e�ciency may be improved by imaging a large volume on a small active detector surface using109

novel lensing technologies [18], deployment of reflective and wavelength-shifting passive surfaces [](Missing110

ref), bulk wavelength-shifting through dissolved dopants [](Missing ref), improvement of photon detectors []111

(Missing ref) and photon transport e�ciency [] (Missing ref), or the conversion of photons into ionization112

charge for readout using a TPC [18]. These strategies couple to many other elements of detector design and113

physics performance, including photon detector technologies, low-energy/low-background physics, simulation114

tools, and readout and data acquisition R&D. These approaches, implemented individually or in combination115

as optimized using a detailed microphysical simulation, will a↵ord radical enhancements in the capabilities116

of future detectors, especially in the challenging low-energy regime near and below 1 MeV.117

8.2.3 Extreme low thresholds (electron counting)118

The lowest energy phenomena that can be studied with existing noble-element modalities, including low-mass119

dark matter, reactor neutrinos, and natural (e.g. solar) neutrinos, require detectors that are sensitive to single120

ionization electrons. Such detectors are sensitive to O(10 eV) electronic recoils and O(100 eV) nuclear recoils,121

but lack the scintillation-dependent nuclear and electronic recoil discrimination present at higher energies.122

Two-phase argon or xenon detectors, which achieve this sensitivity through gas-phase electroluminescence,123

are well developed for heavy WIMP searches, but their signal production mechanisms and backgrounds below124

O(keV) need further investigation. Liquid neon deserves further investigation, with its intrinsic radiopurity125

and favorable kinematics for recoil energy transfer from light dark matter and low-energy neutrinos. A126

new class of compact O(100 kg) low-threshold (sub-keV) noble element detectors will o↵er complementary127

physics opportunities to large (100 tonne) noble liquid detectors in dark matter and neutrino physics, while128

being competitive with other low-threshold detector technologies that are more di�cult to scale up in target129

mass.130

Without nuclear and electronic recoil discrimination, systematic backgrounds and radioactivity obscure131

typically background-free nuclear recoil event searches, and the radiopurity of detector materials, particularly132

photosensors, becomes critical. Better liquid or gas purification techniques (e.g. cryogenic distillation)133

drastically reduce beta and gamma backgrounds stemming from 3H, 39Ar, 85Kr, and the 220,222Rn decay134

chains. Cosmogenic activation rates must be further studied and considered for handling detector materials135

above ground. Beyond background particle interactions, high rates of single- and few-electron signals are136

observed. Such spurious electrons have defied clear explanation and appear related to charge build-up on137

surfaces or in unknown chemical interactions, among other potential e↵ects [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Dedicated138

R&D is needed to better understand the sources of these backgrounds and to develop mitigation techniques.139

Fast and e�cient gas purification, liquid purification technologies, cleaner alternative detector materials,140

and various electric field configurations must be explored to optimize signal measurement e�ciency and141

reduce backgrounds. Electroluminescence in a single-phase noble element detector, either high-pressure gas142

[] (Missing ref) or liquid [] (Missing ref) , o↵ers a thermodynamically simpler possibility for single-electron143

detection, without the hypothesized electron-trapping at the liquid-gas interface in two-phase LXe detectors.144

The cross-cutting challenges in Sec. 8.5, including in- and ex-situ calibrations and development of doping145

schemes, are particularly relevant to single-electron-sensitive experiments. Validation of sensitivity below146

O(keV), including measurements of new phenomena such as the Migdal e↵ect [25, 26], will require substantial147

e↵ort developing new calibration sources and techniques. Doping, with noble or non-noble dopants, can both148

improve operation and increase the physics reach of single-electron-sensitive detectors by boosting ionization149

yield.150
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8.3 New modalities 7

8.2.4 Charge gain151

Lower detection thresholds in track-reconstructing detectors (where the electroluminescence techniques of152

the previous section are less useful) may be achievable through amplification of the ionization signal in the153

form of charge gain, typically achieved in the gaseous phase of argon and xenon detectors. Gas-phase charge154

gain without scintillation is well established, and used by the NEWS-G collaboration [27, 28] to search for155

low-mass WIMP-like particles using spherical proportional counters (SPCs) filled with gases such as neon,156

methane, and helium. Multiple innovative methods are being developed to either enhance the capabilities157

of charge amplification in gaseous detectors (e.g. to achieve stable charge gain while retaining the primary158

scintillation channel) or to enable amplification directly in the liquid phase. Active R&D e↵orts on this front159

are described below.160

Electron multiplication in liquid argon TPC detectors: Enabling charge amplification directly in161

liquid argon would expand the physics reach of liquid argon detectors, reducing thresholds to < 100 keV in162

energy and opening up new areas of research in processes such as dark matter and CE⌫NS searches. Achieving163

charge amplification in liquid is significantly more challenging than in gas due to the denser medium and164

higher electric field thus required. Past work on this idea [29, 30, 31, 32], while promising, has not yet reached165

a level of maturity necessary to enable the technological advances needed for physics measurements. Benefits166

of direct amplification in liquid are a potentially improved detector stability (due to the lack of a gas-liquid167

surface) and detector scalability. Active R&D through the LArCADE program is exploring this possibility168

through the implementation of strong local electric fields with tip-arrays instrumented at the TPC’s anode169

readout.170

Scintillating and quenched gas mixtures for high-pressure gaseous TPCs: While there is a rich171

history of R&D in gaseous detector readout electronics, much remains to be understood and optimized at172

the high pressures and large scales sought by experiments. The realization of a stable, VUV-quenched gain,173

scintillation-compatible, 10-15 bar TPC remains elusive. Two main approaches are pursued to enable these174

objectives, distinguished by their scintillation wavelength range: infra-red and near-UV or visible readout.175

An ongoing program of R&D aims to systematically map the space of scintillating gas mixtures of argon176

with admixtures of xenon, nitrogen, hydrocarbons, and fluorinated compounds. The potential of new ‘ad177

hoc’ mixtures for pure and low-quenched gases also impacts the development of new ideas, for instance in178

DUNE’s ND-GAr detector [33, 34] where Ar-CF4 is being considered as a scintillating gas for providing the179

start time (T0). In such a case, the screening of the secondary scintillation impinging on the photosensor180

plane might be critical, something that a GEM (conveniently optimized) can provide. Further, independent181

measurements and calculations also suggest that stable scintillation on very thick structures (5-10 mm thick)182

is likely to be possible in liquid phase [35, 36, 37, 38].183

8.3 New modalities184

As a detection medium, noble elements present unique opportunities beyond the collection of scintillation185

photons and ionized electrons. The modalities described in this section find new ways to utilize the186

monolithic, ultra-pure elemental detection medium provided by noble elements, extending the reach of noble-187

element-based detectors to new signal regimes and enabling new methods of background discrimination in188

rare event searches.189
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8 Noble Element Detectors

8.3.1 Ion Detection and Micron-scale Track Reconstruction190

The ability to reconstruct ionization tracks at micron- and sub-micron spatial resolution is the key to many191

currently unsolved detector challenges, including directional dark matter detection (O(10�6g/cm2) spatial192

resolution required), discrimination of single-electron backgrounds in 0⌫�� searches (O(10�1g/cm2) spatial193

resolution required), and potentially for detection of supernova and solar neutrino events in very large-scale194

neutrino detectors (O(sub-mm) spatial resolution required). Attempts at direct (TPC-style) high-resolution195

reconstruction universally rely on ion drift rather than electron drift to escape the resolution-limiting e↵ects196

of electron di↵usion over large drift distance. The drifting ions may be either positive ions of the target197

itself [39], or a positively or negatively ionized dopant [40, 41, 42]. Imaging the ion arrival on the cathode198

(or anode for negative ions) plane can also take many forms, including CCDs in gas phase detectors [39]199

and long-time-scale fluorescence activation by ions in liquid phase detectors [43]. Selective readout of the200

imaging plane is often a necessary component of the large-scale application of these techniques, due to both201

pileup and data throughput limitations. Selective readout may be directed by real-time “low-resolution”202

electron-drift-based imaging [43].203

It may also be possible to sense ion tracks indirectly via their interaction with drifting electrons, and the204

corresponding impact on standard TPC observables. Columnar recombination models predict variation in205

relative ionization and scintillation yields based on the orientation a track with respect to the applied drift206

field. Several e↵orts are investigating the magnitude of this e↵ect and how it may be applied for directional207

dark matter detection [44, 45], as well as its impact in high energy neutrino experiments [46].208

Ion transport and detection is also a key consideration for barium tagging, a more direct approach to 0⌫��209

background discrimination that seeks to identify the barium ions left behind by the double-beta decay of210

136Xe [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. There are several key instrumentation211

requirements for a workable barium tagging technology. First, the system must collect and detect barium212

ions or atoms with high e�ciency and selectivity, since a significant level of ine�ciency amounts to wasted213

exposure time of active isotope. The sensor must be uninhibited by spurious signals from ambient background214

atoms or ions. A detection limit of exactly one barium ion must be reached by the senor of choice, in the215

environment of the sensing region. The full fiducial volume of the detector must be accessible by the barium216

tagging system. A spatio-temporal coincidence between the ion collected and the electrons emitted in the217

event must be maintained. And, the barium tagging system must be realized in such a way that it does not218

introduce radio-impurity or compromise other key detector functions such as energy resolution. Detection219

of single Ba atoms and ions has now been demonstrated using several techniques, but continued R&D is220

needed to achieve and quantify the high e�ciency and selectivity needed for a practical barium tagging221

application. Development of methods to transport / extract barium from ions or atoms in either LXe or222

GXe is a critical step, with ongoing work focused on radiofrequency carpets and funnels, actuated cryoprobe223

insertions, wide-area laser scanned cathodes, and ion mobile surfaces.224

8.3.2 Metastable fluids225

Metastable fluid detectors amplify the energy deposited in particle interactions with the stored free energy226

in a superheated or supercooled liquid target. That amplification can be made selective by matching the227

di↵erent energy-loss mechanisms and length scales for signal and background interactions with the relevant228

phase-change thermodynamics, for example allowing bubble chambers to detect O(1 keV) nuclear recoils229

(e.g. from dark matter or coherent neutrino scattering) while being completely blind to electron recoil230

backgrounds. Instrumentation e↵orts in this area typically focus on (1) extending phase-change based231
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discrimination to new signal regimes, and (2) improving control of spurious phase-change nucleation to232

enable larger quasi-background-free exposures.233

While metastable fluid detectors are not restricted to noble elements, noble-liquid bubble chambers present234

unique opportunities. The addition of scintillation detection to a bubble chamber is a powerful tool for235

discriminating against high-energy bubble-nucleating backgrounds [63], and at the same time the limited236

energy-loss pathways available in a noble liquid target result in orders-of-magnitude improvements in low-237

energy (sub-keV) electron recoil discrimination [64]. The SBC Collaboration is actively developing the238

liquid-noble bubble chamber technique, with focus on three bubble chamber firsts: cryogenic operation of239

a large “clean” bubble chamber, stable superheating at O(100 eV) thresholds, and precision nuclear recoil240

calibrations with O(10 eV) resolution. The last of these will involve both the development of new low-energy241

nuclear recoil calibration schemes, such as Thomson scattering by high-energy gammas and nuclear recoils242

from gamma emission following thermal neutron capture, and the development of the analysis techniques243

needed to combine diverse calibration data to constrain nucleation thresholds at the required resolution.244

Freon-filled bubble chambers, such as those operated by the PICO Collaboration [65], continue to play a key245

role in high-mass dark matter detection, enabling quasi-background-free nuclear recoil detection in targets246

with high spin-dependent and low spin-independent cross-sections. This allows the exploration of orders-of-247

magnitude more dark matter parameter space before reaching the “neutrino fog” than can be achieved in248

noble liquid targets, with strong physics motivation for freon bubble chambers out to kiloton-year exposures249

and beyond [66]. Those exposures cannot be achieved without the development of new bubble chamber250

designs that are more scalable than the current fused-silica chambers, while maintaining (or improving on)251

current chambers’ low spurious nucleation rate. This requires studies of bubble nucleation on surfaces and252

new bubble-imaging methods (e.g. acoustic imaging), both of which directly benefit liquid-noble bubble253

chambers as well. Larger exposures will also require the development of active neutron vetos compatible254

with the bubble chamber environment.255

A third application of metastable fluids is the detection of proton recoils in water, providing a light256

target with nearly pure spin-dependent coupling that is kinematically matched to low-mass dark matter.257

Water is a notoriously di�cult fluid to use as a bubble chamber target, but Snowball chambers [67]258

sidestep this roadblock by supercooling the target rather than superheating it. An entirely new particle259

detection technology, Snowball chambers face the same instrumentation challenges as SBC and PICO: surface260

nucleation must be mitigated, and both the threshold and discrimination power of the technique must be261

calibrated.262

Finally, there is renewed interest in accelerator-based bubble chamber experiments to measure neutrino cross263

sections on light nuclei [68]. While the requirements for these devices, including high delta-ray sensitivity and264

fast (>10-Hz) cycling, push in a di↵erent direction than the dark matter and CEvNS-motivated chambers,265

practical concerns including control algorithms, photography, and image analysis remain common between266

these e↵orts.267

8.3.3 New modalities in existing noble-element detectors268

It is highly desirable to find novel ways to take advantage of both the field-wide expertise that has developed269

around noble-element-based detectors and the world-class infrastructure surrounding existing and near-future270

searches for new physics. In general, after an experiment has achieved its scientific goals, the experimental271

community ideally will continue to leverage the infrastructure for future experiments. The simplest case272

of this general principle is perhaps that of upgrading an existing experiment. Previous examples include273

KamLAND => KamLAND-Zen, and the Darkside installation in the former Borexino CTF (Counting Test274
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Facility). There are many liquid noble installations around the world that can lend themselves to this sort275

of upgrade. As one example, the DEAP-3600 experiment is currently undergoing hardware upgrades for276

improved background rejection with future potential uses of the experimental infrastructure after the science277

run including a sensitive assay of 42Ar in underground argon or measurements of solar neutrinos.278

Currently, new ideas for upgrades of the LZ detector [69], after it completes its scientific goals in ⇠2027,279

are under development. The specific proposals are called HydroX and CrystaLiZe, both of which would280

benefit from leveraging the low-background installation with water tank shielding and liquid scintillator veto281

detectors, as well as the associated infrastructure. However, both would also require significant upgrades or282

modifications to the LZ inner detector.283

HydroX - The idea behind HydroX is to dissolve a hydrogen target in LZ to enable searches for very light dark284

matter. Hydrogen is the ideal target for low-mass dark matter because it has the lowest atomic number of any285

element, and because its unpaired proton (and neutron in the case of deuterium) provides sensitivity to spin286

dependent couplings in the low mass range. As an upgrade for LZ, HydroX would leverage both the existing287

TPC (using xenon ionization and scintillation to detect proton recoils in LZ) and the major investment in the288

low background construction and radio-clean environment. Significant R&D is still required to demonstrate289

the viability of this idea, primarily measuring detector properties of H2-doped liquid xenon, including the290

signal yields of proton, electron, and xenon recoils, and understanding the cryogenics of H-doped LXe. A291

HydroX-like upgrade could also be envisioned for next generation dark matter e↵orts.292

CrystaLiZe - this is a proposal to crystallize the liquid xenon target of the LZ instrument. R&D is underway293

to demonstrate the feasibility of this plan. If implemented, this upgrade could enable full tagging of radon-294

chain beta decay backgrounds, enabling crystaLiZe to be a neutrino-limited (rather than radon-limited) dark295

matter search. As with HydroX, this path forward would leverage the LZ infrastructure after LZ completes296

its science goals. A fundamental premise of this proposal is that crystalline xenon will have “the same”297

TPC-style particle detection capability as liquid xenon. Preliminary work shows the scintillation yields are298

identical. Next steps intend to confirm that the incident particle type discrimination is also possible.299

A key point is that HydroX and CrystaLiZe appear to be fundamentally compatible with each other, that300

is, one could imagine doping a light element into a crystalline xenon target.301

8.4 Challenges in scaling technologies302

Next-generation large-scale detectors are planned to search for dark matter and 0⌫�� and to study neutrinos303

from both artificial and natural sources. Achieving these goals generally requires (i) scaled-up target304

procurement and purification capabilities; (ii) large area photosensor development with low noise; (iii) high305

voltage and electric field capabilities compatible with multi-meter drifts; and (iv) studying the e↵ects and306

techniques for operating large doped noble liquid/gas detectors. The discovery capabilities of these detectors307

could be extended further by coupling them with a magnetic field, such to enable charge discrimination and308

improve momentum measurement.309

Concerning target procurement, argon detectors will need new sources of underground argon (UAr) to fill310

large LArTPCs (e.g. a DUNE low-background module would need 7–17 kt). Reduction of 39Ar is expected to311

reach activities 1400 times lower than atmospheric argon (AAr), at a cost ⇠3⇥ that of AAr. Xenon detectors312

will need ⇠100 t (and potentially up to kt-scales in the future) from commercial sources, representing ⇠2313

years of total annual output worldwide at costs which must be coordinated with vendors. Natural Xe has314

su�ciently low background for future searches, and a large target mass can be sold back, substantially315

reducing its cost below the upfront acquisition cost of $1M/t. Isotopic separation can benefit rare event316
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searches by separating out 136Xe from the target (for 0⌫��-decay) and odd-neutron isotopes (129,131Xe)317

reduced in 136Xe for a DM search. However this will significantly impact the cost of the Xe.318

Backgrounds generally need to be reduced to the O(1) event/exposure in the <200 keVnr energy range for319

dark matter searches and in the O(MeV) range for neutrino experiments. This goal requires further radiopure320

detector development, including the identification of radiopure pressure vessels, cryostats, and photosensor321

materials. Significant progress has been made in low-background SiPM development, though Xe-sensitive322

SiPM systems (or Xe-compatible wavelength shifters) need to be improved (especially dark rates and e↵ective323

QE of large area arrays) in order for Xe detectors to transition to PMTs to SiPMs. It is also necessary to324

reduce radioactive impurities in the target, and enrichment is needed for Xe-based 0⌫�� searches. Cryogenic325

distillation has come a long way in this regard, and UAr has been shown to have substantially lower 39Ar326

contamination, and 42Ar may be negligible. Larger sources of UAr will be needed for applications much327

larger than Argo (300 t) [] (Missing ref), and upgrades may be needed to Aria [] (Missing ref) to achieve a328

high throughput for similarly large volumes. Cosmogenic activation of radioisotopes is also a challenge; new329

measurements may be needed to improve activation calculations. Improved understanding of small isolated330

charge and light signals, whether originating from particle interactions, chemical interactions, or electrode331

surfaces, is also needed in order to address accidental-coincidence backgrounds in large TPCs.332

Large-area photon and charge detection techniques and their associated readouts are also needed. For333

light detection, this includes (i) photosensor development with expanded light collection area and large-area334

wavelength shifters, (ii) development and production of low-background, low-noise cryogenic SiPMs, (iii)335

development of power-over fiber technology and low-power, high-multiplexing cold readout electronics for336

photodetection empowering high timing resolution, needed to achieve 4⇡ light detection with high surface-337

coverage for 4D tracking and dual calorimetry in a LArTPC, improving the PID and energy resolution. For338

charge detection, the development of large-area and low-noise electron multipliers is important to detect339

small signals in large detectors.340

Combining this lower detection threshold with a magnetic field in the range of 0.5 to 1 Tesla in the fourth341

DUNE module would allow for an e↵ective measurement of momentum, charge discrimination, better energy342

resolution for hadron showers, improved particle identification and identification of the starting point of low343

energy electrons. This has the potential to add significance to the physics output of the overall observatory,344

for instance by improving the sensitivity to CP violation with atmospheric neutrinos by 50% [] (Missing345

ref). Since external conventional magnets are not suited for large volume cryogenic detectors, a robust R&D346

program is needed to evaluate alternatives based on superconducting magnets: these could range from warm347

superconductors requiring dedicated cryogenic infrastructure, such as MgB2 to be operated at 15-20 K, to hot348

superconductors more directly integrable in the nitrogen cooling plant or directly in the liquid argon volume,349

such as YBCO that can be operated at the liquid nitrogen temperature of 77 K. LArTPC performance in the350

presence of a magnetic field are currently being studied in an R&D e↵ort at Fermilab to determine minimum351

field requirements to achieve particle charge separation and study electron di↵usion in the presence of the352

field. (Add reference for Marco’s LDRD?)353

Larger noble element TPCs require higher high voltages (HV). New HV feedthrough (FT) designs are needed354

for these larger areas. Successful R&D implementing a conventional HV FT was developed for the 4D-355

LArTPC DUNE module to obtain a homogeneous, vertical electric field of 500 V/cm over a 6.5 m drift with356

a 3x3m2 anode plate [](Missing ref). Examples like this can be taken as a starting point to test and develop357

a new technology. A FT from a co-extruded multi-layer cable made of a single plastic material with an358

additional semi-resistive plastic layer between the insulation and ground can robustly and compactly deliver359

>100kV and generate electric fields within a detector. Such a cable can be manufactured by developing a360

semi-resistive plastic with tunable resistivity (between 107-1013 Ohm cm for a thickness of 0.3 to 1 mm).361
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12 Noble Element Detectors

While current dark matter and neutrino experiments have focused on pure, noble liquid targets (e.g argon362

and xenon), there is a significant interest in exploring the e↵ects of doping liquid argon with xenon and363

other elements [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81]. These dopants are typically chosen for ease364

of light detection and increasing scintillation and ionization yields. At higher concentrations, dopants can365

also be favorable targets in their own right. For example, hydrogen or hydrogenous compounds doped in366

liquid xenon provide a light nucleus with more e�cient kinematic coupling to light dark matter, and nuclei367

with an odd number of nucleons can add spin-dependent sensitivity. Further research is needed to develop368

the capacity for stable, large-scale, high-purity doping and to measure the e↵ects on signal production and369

propagation.370

8.5 Cross-Cutting Challenges371

In order to be sensitive to a wide range of physics phenomena, we must be able to make accurate and precise372

measurements of charge, light, and/or heat, from interactions of interest within our detectors, which requires373

in turn, a good understanding of the inherent noise levels, calibrations, and microphysics associated with374

these gaseous and liquid noble detectors. The challenges therein are cross-cutting, touching many di↵erent375

areas of experimental physics. But this also means that we can take a wider view to leverage facilities that will376

benefit many experiments across multiple frontiers. This deep understanding of the detection characteristics377

and calibrations will be essential components of preparing next-generation gaseous/liquid noble detectors for378

cutting-edge physics measurements in both the Neutrino Frontier (NF) and Cosmic Frontier (CF). Relevant379

searches/measurements include dark matter searches, searches for neutrinoless double beta decay, coherent380

elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering measurements, probing neutrino oscillations for measurements of leptonic381

CP violation and other PMNS matrix parameters, measurements of supernova/solar neutrinos, and searches382

for proton decay and other forms of baryon number violation.383

8.5.1 In-situ calibrations384

Looking toward the next generation of HEP experiments, there are a variety of requirements for instru-385

mentation and calibration methodology in ensuring accurate and precise measurements of charge and light386

in detectors making use of noble elements, such as argon or xenon. First, it should be noted that both387

electron recoils and sub-keV nuclear recoils in xenon and argon are of interest, as the full range of relevant388

experiments collectively probe both types of recoils. Lower detector energy thresholds, both in the bulk liquid389

and at the liquid-gas interface for two-phase (liquid target with gas phase for signal gain) technology, are390

needed to pursue the physics measurements described above. Establishing measurements of noble element391

properties (e.g., di↵usion and electron-ion recombination) to su�cient levels prior to running large, next-392

generation noble element detectors is necessary, given that these experiments may not be able to make these393

measurements in situ. This includes addressing e↵ects related to self-organized criticality and other dynamic394

e↵ects at low energies arising from the interplay of condensed matter and chemical interactions in noble395

liquid detectors, such as accumulations/releases of excitation energy and Wigner crystallization, which are396

potential backgrounds in rare event searches.397

Many challenges exist in pursuing the precise calibration of charge and light measurements in next-generation398

noble element experiments. Greater background reduction at lower recoil energies is a significant challenge.399

Increasing light collection and quantum e�ciencies well beyond current levels, in order to achieve lower energy400

thresholds and improve energy resolution, is a di�cult problem. A variety of improvements are needed to401

increase light and charge collection e�ciencies in liquid argon/xenon, including improving impurity modeling,402
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8.5 Cross-Cutting Challenges 13

purification methods, mitigation and accounting for material degassing, and estimating electron attachment403

rates for impurities. There are also currently significant uncertainties concerning how non-linear detector404

response becomes at the lowest recoil energies relevant to low-mass dark matter searches and coherent405

neutrino observations. While the development of atom-level simulations of charge and light yields (such406

as those being pursued by NEST [] (Missing ref)) to improve modeling for noble element detectors will407

help address this challenge, better particle and detector models are needed to extract more information408

from data. Additionally, training the next generation of physicists to become experts in noble detector409

characterization/microphysics requires funding agencies to support continued work on detector calibrations410

as a foundational part of physics research; this will further develop the workforce necessary to enable the411

physics measurements of interest at relevant experiments. Finally, given the connections between condensed412

matter and nuclear physics e↵ects and their manifestation in HEP detectors, it is important to improve413

the communication between the BES, NP, and HEP communities on these cross-cutting topics, which is414

currently lacking.415

8.5.2 Ex-situ detector characterization, facilities416

Flexible user facilities (not tied to any particular group nor experiment) with both charge and light readout417

and fast turnaround time can promote noble element property measurements in cases where in situ measure-418

ments are insu�cient. Such facilities would also allow for prototyping calibration equipment designed for419

large detectors in smaller test beds, and would minimize duplication of e↵orts by providing community-420

wide resources to benefit multiple research e↵orts. Existing successful examples include the Fermilab421

Test Beam Facility [] (Missing ref), and the Liquid Noble Test Facility [] at Fermilab. (check name)422

https://neutrinophysics.fnal.gov/facilities/liquid-argon-facilities/.423
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